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winter scene 
2009 
oil on canvas
64 x 52"



Never TrusT a Laura NewmaN verTiCaL
Amy Sillman

 it might be the edge of a house, the tilt of a 

glass plane, or a door handle; it might be a painting 

within a painting or it might be a stray power line 

that is also a skeletal tree trunk that grew in from 

somewhere, as well as the cord of a wrecking ball. if 

you scan your eye along any of Newman’s verticals 

or orthogonals, you find continual jump cuts and 

double entendres along the way, disrupting the 

seeming serenity of Newman’s flattish forms and in-

dividuated colors.unreliable narrators abound in her 

paintings: closeness that is far away, flat planes that 

might be cut-outs, transparent windows that open 

out to nothingness, clouds that act as people, wisps 

of breeze that arise from nowhere. whole pictures 

are tilted off-kilter by triangular shims. Newman’s 

work is built out of such displacements, constructed 

along sightlines that emanate from the mind’s eyes 

and that describe a metaphoric parallax view. 

 Take, for example, the painting “winter scene” 

from 2009. Here we are confronted with a large 

empty picture plane, either a painting on an easel 

or an in-your-face billboard. Fair enough: a picture 

within a picture. But the flat image that nearly fills 

the painting itself is shifted over, not centered, 

leaving approximately 20% of the left side of the 

painting as a vertical column of “background.” The 

vertical seam that lies between figure and ground 

forms the most important spatial axis in the paint-

ing, but its seemingly simple binary logic of here 

vs. there is complicated, rather than clarified, by a 

perceptual gamesmanship that begins with a verti-

cal line drawn in a stuttering sequence of stops and 

starts. Newman is an absurdist who deploys picto-

rial sight gags along with her tricky sightlines, and 

the ensuing displacements and replacements make 

for a near-slapstick situation of comic fallibility.  

as unreliable as the space itself is the wooden-look-

ing structure that holds the billboard, which seems 

to have been built by a carpenter as illogical as the 

space she lives in. it appears to be made of generic 

2x4s, but they are attached asymetrically, one from 

behind and the other from the front. and what time 

of day is it? The sun, as capricious as the things it 

shines on, illuminates some of the surfaces of the 

2x4s and not others, while the rest of the painting 

lives on in a placidly motionless white light. 

 on the surface of the picture (or billboard) in 

“winter scene” are four colors, horizontally ar-

ranged in a descending sequence that reads like a 

list: leaf green, maritime blue, baby blue, bright red. 

These colors seem almost indifferent to each other. 

They do not mingle into each other or interact 

precisely, but settle tolerantly near each other, each 

doing different things and having slightly differ-



ent temperaments, respectively notched, extend-

ing lengthwise, billowing slightly, and laying on 

the ground. meanwhile, the uncertain boundary of 

these color-forms is that vertical strip on the left 

side of the billboard, along which different things 

happen to different colors: mossy green lies  

adjacent to leafy green, two blues transmogrify  

into two different blues, and red comes to a con-

crete end. 

 along with the notion of the parallax view 

comes the notion of the blind spot, and  

sure enough, at the core of Newman’s work is the 

paradoxical implication of a psychic blind spot. 

Seeing is literally outlined in her work through its 

many sightlines, vanishing points and vistas,  

and spatial geometrics. By implication there must 

be some witness, some beholder, some subject  

at the heart of the action, a gaze that must proceed 

from somewHere… but this spot goes unde-

scribed, as though located at a vortex of blindness. 

There is a feeling of silence, immobility, non-inflec-

tion, as though the psychic subject of her paintings 

is a gaze from a void. it is this strangely voided sub-

jectivity in Newman’s work that gives her paintings 

a feeling of serene, almost majestic, anxiety. The 

qualities of silence, emptiness and flatness seem to 

stand for seeing itself, and a subject who is nothing 

more or less than the mind’s eye(s). self as disap-

pearance-- this is a paradoxical effect in a kind  

of painting with such strong ties to subjectivity and 

embodiment as Newman’s. Her work owes much 

to a tradition of muscular painterly gestures and 

the trial-and-error procedures of expressionism. 

But just as Newman’s work often functions through 

a dual set of opposing images, like double win-

dows or walls, twin bands of color, or twin sets of 

cloud formations, in the same way, the overarching 

tension in her work is the dynamic opposition of 

presence vs. void, seeing vs. feeling. it is as though 

her paintings describe a place located between 

forces or events, like a big optical hug, where two 

arms come to hug you and yet never quite cross 

over each other to exert any physical pressure or 

weight. a Lacanian would have a field day with this 

voided location; a Freudian would go to town with 

these dynamics of parent and child; a Zen monk 

would love the underlying implication of emptiness; 

a slapstick director would go crazy for the way 

everything is on the verge of falling apart. Newman 

is a little bit of all of these.



Glass wall 
2009 
oil on canvas
44 x 60"



GeomeTry aNd CoLor
JohnYau

 it might be the edge of a house, the tilt of a 

glass plane, or a door handle; it might be a painting 

within a painting or it might be a stray power line 

that is also a skeletal tree trunk that grew in from 

somewhere, as well as the cord of a wrecking ball. if 

you scan your eye along any of Newman’s verticals 

or orthogonals, you find continual jump cuts and 

double entendres along the way, disrupting the 

seeming serenity of Newman’s flattish forms and in-

dividuated colors.unreliable narrators abound in her 

paintings: closeness that is far away, flat planes that 

might be cut-outs, transparent windows that open 

out to nothingness, clouds that act as people, wisps 

of breeze that arise from nowhere. whole pictures 

are tilted off-kilter by triangular shims. Newman’s 

work is built out of such displacements, constructed 

along sightlines that emanate from the mind’s eyes 

and that describe a metaphoric parallax view. 

 Take, for example, the painting “winter scene” 

from 2009. Here we are confronted with a large 

empty picture plane, either a painting on an easel 

or an in-your-face billboard. Fair enough: a picture 

within a picture. But the flat image that nearly fills 

the painting itself is shifted over, not centered, 

leaving approximately 20% of the left side of the 

painting as a vertical column of “background.” The 

vertical seam that lies between figure and ground 

forms the most important spatial axis in the paint-

ing, but its seemingly simple binary logic of here 

vs. there is complicated, rather than clarified, by a 

perceptual gamesmanship that begins with a verti-

cal line drawn in a stuttering sequence of stops and 

starts. Newman is an absurdist who deploys picto-

rial sight gags along with her tricky sightlines, and 

the ensuing displacements and replacements make 

for a near-slapstick situation of comic fallibility.  

as unreliable as the space itself is the wooden-look-

ing structure that holds the billboard, which seems 

to have been built by a carpenter as illogical as the 

space she lives in. it appears to be made of generic 

2x4s , but they are attached asymetrically, one from 

behind and the other from the front. and what time 

of day is it? The sun, as capricious as the things it 

shines on, illuminates some of the surfaces of the 

2x4s and not others, while the rest of the painting 

lives on in a placidly motionless white light. 

 on the surface of the picture (or billboard) in 

“winter scene” are four colors, horizontally ar-

ranged in a descending sequence that reads like a 

list: leaf green, maritime blue, baby blue, bright red. 

These colors seem almost indifferent to each other. 

They do not mingle into each other or interact 

precisely, but settle tolerantly near each other, each 

doing different things and having slightly differ-



Pavilion 
2009 
oil on canvas
44 x 60"



ent temperaments, respectively notched, extend-

ing lengthwise, billowing slightly, and laying on the 

ground. meanwhile, the uncertain boundary of these 

color-forms is that vertical strip on the left side of 

the billboard, along which different things happen 

to different colors: mossy green lies adjacent to 

leafy green, two blues transmogrify into two differ-

ent blues, and red comes to a concrete end. 

 along with the notion of the parallax view 

comes the notion of the blind spot, and sure 

enough, at the core of Newman’s work is the para-

doxical implication of a psychic blind spot. Seeing is 

literally outlined in her work through its many sight-

lines, vanishing points and vistas, and spatial geo-

metrics. By implication there must be some witness, 

some beholder, some subject at the heart of the ac-

tion, a gaze that must proceed from somewHere… 

but this spot goes undescribed, as though located 

at a vortex of blindness. There is a feeling of silence, 

immobility, non-inflection, as though the psychic 

subject of her paintings is a gaze from a void. it is 

this strangely voided subjectivity in Newman’s work 

that gives her paintings a feeling of serene, almost 

majestic, anxiety. The qualities of silence, emptiness 

and flatness seem to stand for seeing itself, and a 

subject who is nothing more or less than the mind’s 

eye(s). self as disappearance-- this is a paradoxi-

cal effect in a kind of painting with such strong ties 

to subjectivity and embodiment as Newman’s. Her 

work owes much to a tradition of muscular paint-

erly gestures and the trial-and-error procedures of 

expressionism. But just as Newman’s work often 

functions through a dual set of opposing images, 

like double windows or walls, twin bands of color, 

or twin sets of cloud formations, in the same way, 

the overarching tension in her work is the dynamic 

opposition of presence vs. void, seeing vs. feeling. it 

is as though her paintings describe a place located 

between forces or events, like a big optical hug, 

where two arms come to hug you and yet never 

quite cross over each other to exert any physical 

pressure or weight. a Lacanian would have a field 

day with this voided location; a Freudian would go 

to town with these dynamics of parent and child; a 

Zen monk would love the underlying implication of 

emptiness; a slapstick director would go crazy for 

the way everything is on the verge of falling apart. 

Newman is a little bit of all of these.



arTisT sTaTemeNT
Laura Newman

Newman’s interest in real-life planes, such as glass 

walls and billboards, is predicated on her deter-

mintation to get at that part of our experience that 

is the hardest to express—the potential impact of 

air, light and color on our exterior lives and our inte-

rior weather, the outside and inside of who we are.

 Newman’s patelle runs the gamut from jarring, 

high-keyed, hothouse colours to delicate, pale den-

sities, from saturated and hard to muted and soft. 

each painting conveys bothe the particularities of 

light as well as a hard-to-name state of feeling. The 

light sources range from the artificial to the natural, 

with the artist showing no predilection for either. it 

is not a light she seeks, but one that she finds—the 

glow of a sickly green light or a pink-orange sky. al-

though we experience color sensations all the time, 

they are probably the experience we talk about 

the least. The reason for our reticence is simple 

enough—color sensations often have to do with 

light, air, and surfaces, with the fleeting. we tend to 

focus on things rather than the inexpressible. 

 Color sensations are, of course, central to the 

history of modern painting. in the latter half of the 

19th century, Claude monet, Georges seurat, and 

Pail Cezanne were preoccupied by light and air, 

finding innovative ways to structure their sensitiv-

ity to the constantly changing conditions of their 

immediate world. Throughout the first half of the 

20th century, Henri matisse, who was central to 

the Fauvists in 1905, structured color in pioneering 

ways. speaking about the geometric abstractions 

she began making in California in the 1950s, Helen 

Lundeberg said, “my work has been concerned, in 

varying modes of pictorial structure and various 

degrees of representation and abstraction, with 

the effort to embody, and to evoke, states of mind, 

moods, and emotions.” in the 1960s, abstract paint-

ers such as...



shards
2010 
oil on canvas
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out There
2009 
oil on canvas
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Bloom 
2009 
acrylic and 
oil on canvas
56 x 72"



Bloom 
2009 
acrylic and 
oil on canvas
56 x 72"



Jello Combat
2010 
acrylic and 
oil on canvas
56 x 72"



Jello Combat
2010 
acrylic and 
oil on canvas
56 x 72"



LeFT 

Five marks
2009
flashe on panel
14 x 18"

riGHT

Cranes
2009
mixed media  
on panel
16 x 20"



LeFT 

Yellow Planes 
2009
flashe on panel
14 x 18"

riGHT

orange sky
2009
mixed media  
on panel
14 x 18"



LeFT 

mirrored  
Building
2010
oil on panel
20 x 16"

riGHT

Black Glitter
2009
mixed media  
on panel
16 x 20" 



LeFT 

web
2010
flashe on panel
14 x 18"

riGHT

sci Fi
2010
oil on panel
14 x 18"



Billboard i
2008
oil on canvas
22 x 30"



Billboard i
2008
oil on canvas
22 x 30"



Billboard ii 
2009
oil on canvas
22 x 30"



swoosh
2009
acrylic on panel
21 x 26"



Cellophane, 2009, 18 x 24”, oil on canvas 

Cellophane
2009
oil on canvas
18 x 24"



Ferry House
2009
oil on canvas
30 x 40"



High Beams
2010
oil on canvas
32 x 42"



High Beams
2010
oil on canvas
32 x 42"
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